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Committee Report for the year 2017/2018

The  Committee  is  pleased  to  report  another  successful  year  with  an  average  of  30  members

throughout  the  season.  Whilst  some  members  have  resigned,  the  club  has  been  delighted  to

welcome several new faces. Internal competitions were well supported with winners as follows:

Overton Cup Nov 2017 Best Print Pam Watts

Second Brian Clarke

Third Malcolm Balmer

Best DPI Pam Watts

Second Jay Warnes

Third Fo Bugler

Shoot a Theme Jan 2018 Winner Brian Clarke

(Wood) Second Janet Matthews

Third Pam Watts

Macro Competition Feb 2018 Winner Jay Warnes

Second Sarah Simpson

Third Roger Gibson

Best of Year  April 2018 Best b/w print Brian Clarke

Best colour print Malcolm Balmer

Best DPI Jay Warnes

The first competition of the new season was the Bradford Abbas Shield held in October 2017 where

the theme was "Agriculture". Unfortunately, we were unable to repeat our success of 2017 and came

fourth out of five with South Petherton proving a worthy winner.  The quality of entries was high

and whilst the difference between the highest and lowest scores was only small, we shall hope to do

better in 2018 when the theme will be "Shadows".

In March the club hosted the annual 3-way meet when we invited Dorchester and Shaftesbury

camera clubs to join us in a friendly social evening with the theme: "The Story Behind the Image".

As always, there was an excellent atmosphere and a high attendance with some memorable images

including  a  superb  entry  from  Chris  Edgecombe  highlighting  the  aftermath  of  the  Chernobyl

disaster.

The annual competitions have continued to take place with an encouraging number of entries.  The

committee is pleased that the standard of photography is clearly rising and it is also good that there

is a variety of winners.    External judging has provided an excellent forum for members to discover

more about the detail of photography.   Feedback is a great source of learning and our judges in the

last year have proved worthy contributors to the progress of the club.

Inspiring talks  were delivered by Tony Worobiec on low light  photography,  Stephen Spraggon,

returning for a talk entitled "Four Seasons in One Day" and Mike Birbeck on The North of England.

The Committee is also extremely grateful to club member Jay Warnes who gave a workshop on

Photoshop which was very well received. 



Following on the success of last year's photoshoots, there has been greater emphasis on organising

outings to nearby venues were members can focus on their photography in a social environment.

Not only is there an exchange of views and information but there is the opportunity to see new

equipment and the use by Pam Watts of her reflector has surely sparked an increase in sales!!!

Photoshoots  have taken place  at  Forde  Abbey,  Weymouth,  Shaftesbury,  Yetminster  (part  of  the

normal programme) and Wells.

The committee is extremely grateful to Jay Warnes for all the work he has done in the last year to

ensure that the launch of the new website went smoothly.  We now have a professional "public face"

and Jay's continued input into its operation is very much appreciated.  The committee also greatly

values the work done by Sarah Simpson who uploads the reports of club meetings and photo shoots.

Both members have devoted a great deal of time to the website and without them we would not

have been able to make such a success of the project.  The committee would like to thank Chris

Edgecombe for his work in managing the club's Facebook page which is ensuring that we reach a

much wider audience and Tony Hilton for putting together the presentations for competitions.

Your committee has focussed in the past year on fostering cohesion in the club and providing a

programme of activities which embraces all aspects of photography.  The SBACC has always taken

pride in its friendly reputation and the committee remains determined to maintain this.  However,

the club relies on the support and contribution of its members.   It is important that numbers are

maintained in order to maintain income and inject new ideas.  The committee very much hopes that

the club grows further in the coming year and that members will  enjoy another stimulating season

of activity.


